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Editorial
It’s done! The shopping expedition has been completed and all
the wonderful raffle prizes have been bought. They are now safely
stored, ready to bring to the SAM CHRISTMAS PARTY! See you all
at 7.30pm 6th December 2021.

Winter’s almost here, some days it certainly feels cold enough.  In
this week’s newsletter, there are tips for staying warm. The list
has expanded so there are now more medical conditions that
need to be reported to the DVLA. There’s a report on a pilot test
to stop roads from flooding. Controlling the weather might help! A
new system to help cars avoid colliding with motorcycles has
gone to market in Australia. Securing your bike just got a bit
safer with a new type of lock. If riding in all seasons, like me, is
for you, then you’ll want to read the winter riding tips. If you
have to put the bike away, possibly to take out the winter hack,
then there is advice on how to store it. The argument about
whether loud pipes save lives has surfaced again, along with the
question of why do slow crashes hurt so much? If you could only
have one bike for life, what would it be? Also, read about how to
give bikers a bad name and how showing off on your bike can
give you a heavy price to pay. These and LOTS more stories are
here for you to enjoy and share.

To ensure that anyone interested in SAM activities can find them,
the SAM and Survival Skills newsletters are also on the SAM
website; so, everyone can read, enjoy and share. We have
readers in many countries! Until next week…

Stay healthy and ride safe, Ed.
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Ways to stay in touch with your Club!
Members of the SAM Committee dedicate their time, talent and
treasure (to quote a Canadian podcaster) to ensuring that Club
members get the best services possible. We volunteer our time,
use our knowledge and skills and use our own funds, not SAM
funds, to organise events and services on your behalf. Our
diverse and geographically spread membership means we have to
keep communication as efficient as possible. We provide emails, a
website and website hosting and utilise social media. All of which
is free of any cost to the Club. By efficiently managing Club funds
we have provided 18 months membership for the normal annual
cost, the FREE Christmas Party and the SAM Biker Breakfasts.
There are very strict rules on how charity Trustees and IAM
RoadSmart Affiliate Group organisers manage our Club’s affairs
and funds. If you are not getting the Club information circulated
just let us know at sam-editor@iam-sheffield.bike. We’ll be
happy to ensure that we stay in touch with you. You can also now
sign up for Club emails on the SAM website.

Paul Conway
Editor & webmaster
Sheffield Advanced Motorcyclists
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SAM News

Saturday bikers are still turning up to ride, so join us for a great advanced
riding experience. Interested in joining us?

SAM Club events for the remainder of
2021 are now published on the SAM
Calendar page. Put the dates in your
diaries. ALL SAM members, their
family and friends are welcome to

attend Club nights and the SAM Christmas Party. Booking details
for the latter will be published shortly, so watch your emails. See
more…

SAM Christmas Party 7.30pm 6th December
2021 at Treeton Miners Welfare Club.
Everyone is welcome to get the Christmas
festivities off to a great start. Bring your
family and friends for a great evening’s
entertainment. Make sure that you book

places for you and your guests. Thank you.
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If you're out & about on your
bike this week, please
consider carrying our Biker
I.C.E. Card. It gives
emergency services staff vital
information about the right
treatment for you, should you

be involved in an accident.
https://iam-sheffield.bike/biker-i-c-e-card/

SAM Social Media
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TOP TIPS FOR WINTER
MOTORCYCLING | STAYING
SAFE, WARM AND MOVING

As the long nights and wet
weather seem to be just around
the corner, we thought we’d give

you the top tips to getting through the dreaded winter commute.
AS it seems like the summer is well and truly behind us, if this
weekend is anything to go by anyway, thoughts start to turn to
the dark, cold and dank months that lie ahead. Read more…

DVLA warns of 112 medical
conditions drivers must declare or
face £1,000 fine. The list includes
many common conditions,
including anxiety and depression,
which may impact on your ability
to drive. Drivers living with any of
these 112 medical conditions could be at risk of a £1,000 fine if
they don't report their condition to licencing authorities. Read
more…

UK: Pilot scheme tests 'natural'
methods to stop roads flooding.
National Highways is investing
£420,000 in the scheme across
northern England. The
government-run organisation in
charge of the country’s

motorways and major A-roads is investing £420,000 in “natural”
flood defences in northern England. The pilot scheme will see
National Highways undertake 13 “natural flood management”
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projects in Yorkshire and the north-west of England to help stop
main roads flooding. Read more…

HOW TO USE TRAIL BRAKING
ON A MOTORCYCLE AND WHY
YOU SHOULD LEARN. Trail
braking may seem like some
dark art only practised by the
MotoGP elite but used
properly it could potentially
save your skin… TRAIL
BRAKING is the act of slowing a bike down right into the heart of
a corner. One of the reasons people find the technique
counter-intuitive is that for the most part, your motorcycle licence
training teaches you to get the majority of your braking done in a
straight line. Read more…

YELLOW lines and
restrictions can make
finding somewhere to park
your car a nightmare and
you could be fined if you
are in the wrong spot.
Here is how to check if you
can park on a yellow line.

Read more…

RideVision Collision Avoidance System
Hits The Australian Market. Safety
shouldn’t cost an arm and a leg. In
2021, premium European brands
Ducati, BMW, and KTM introduced
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radar-assisted adaptive cruise control to the market. Ducati’s
Multistrada V4 S took the touring-friendly feature one step further
with a rear-facing radar unit for blindspot detection. While the
radar technology ushered in a new level of safety for motorcycles,
the premium price point didn’t make that technology accessible to
most riders. Read more…

LiteLok takes lightweight motorbike
security to the next level.
Lightweight motorcycle security
specialists LiteLok have unveiled
their latest product, the Core Moto.
Rather than aiming to be
impervious to attack, the LiteLok is

intended to be as secure as possible while also being convenient
to carry. Read more…

Top 5 ways to keep riding in
winter. There is nothing better
than getting out on your bike
and enjoying the beautiful
British weather. Trouble is, we
only get about three days of it
a year, and most of us have to
spend them at work. But we’re
British, so we don’t complain. Stiff upper lip and all that. We’re
happy to make do with the mediocre weather and most of us
don’t get too put off by overcast skies and patches of rain. But,
come the bleak midwinter when frosty winds doth blow, things
change. The days get duller, the temperature plummets and the
roads accumulate a slime layer thick enough to need knobblies.
So it’s no surprise that plenty of us Brits throw an old bed sheet
over our bikes, hang our helmets up and wait until spring has
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sprung before we drag our bikes back out to see if they’ll start.
But it doesn’t have to be that way. We don’t stop riding in winter
and we don’t want you to. So to help you stay on two wheels 365
days a year, we’ve sussed out a few tricks. These are five of the
best ways to keep riding in winter… Read more…

Top Tips for storing your bike over
winter. If you don’t care what the
weatherman says and you’re the
kind of kid that will go out for ride on
your bike regardless of what’s falling
out of the sky, fair play to ya. For a

lot of us, though, the hour of cleaning that tends to be necessary
after a cold, damp, winter sortie will be too big a turn-off. That’s
why our bikes remain in their cosy garages. What’s considered
the ‘winter season’ will vary in from person to person; but if you
are going to park your bike up for more than a couple of months
at a time, and the missus won’t let you bring it in the living room,
there’re a handful of little tricks that are worth remembering. Our
top tips for storing your bike over winter. Read more…

Loud pipes save lives, but at
what cost? I’ve heard it said
by more than a few people
that loud pipes save lives.
The theory behind it is that if
you’re riding on the road,
other road users are more
likely to see you, if they can

hear you, and thus less likely to knock you off your bike and kill
you. It’s a difficult theory to argue with. Particularly speaking as
someone who has been knocked off a bike by an unobservant car
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driver. But I don’t know if it’s really as simple as that? Read
more…

Slow crashes. Why do they always
hurt? When you’ve crashed as many
times as me, you get to learn a few
things. And contrary to popular
misconception, it doesn’t always
hurt. In fact nine times out of ten,
you can pick yourself up, dust yourself down, and live to ride
another day; even when you have a really big one. I’ve had some
super-fast, super-painless crashes. But I’ve also had some super
slow crashes that really, really hurt. So what’s going on? I
thought, in an effort to shine some light on this extraordinary
paradox, I’d take some time to analyse some of my most painful
crashes. Read more…

One bike for the rest of your life… I
was caught off guard the other day
when someone asked me, “if you
could only have one bike for the
rest of your life, what would it be?”
That is of course one of the hardest

questions known to man, up there with centuries old conundra
like “What came first, the chicken or the egg?” and “Was Jesus
really white?” And it’s one that got my grey matter all in a tizz.
But if threatened with death by Um Bongo, if I didn’t make a
decision, I’d simply have to get my thinking cap on. And I
imagine, if I had to choose one road bike to have for the rest of
my life, my thought process would go something like this… Read
more…
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How to give motorcyclists a bad name
Some people can’t help turn their
snobby little noses up at
motorcyclists. It’s usually people that
don’t have a life of their own and
can’t bear to see anyone else having
one. I’m not too worried about those people, and neither should
you be, because nobody really cares what miserable old turds like
that think. But sometimes sensible, right minded people are given
course to shake their heads at us motorbike boys, because
sometimes we forget how to behave ourselves. So if you’ve got a
tendency to be a naughty boy (or girl), hopefully this will help you
avoid giving motorcyclists a bad name. Read more…

Showing off and paying the price
How many times have you been
mid-stunt and thought to yourself
“this is going to end badly”? I
asked that question to a group of
friends the other day, and they all
gave me the same answer. They

said “never,” and looked at me with a puzzled expression. So it’s
just me then? And come to think of it, that makes a lot of sense.
Because most of my mates haven’t spent anywhere near as much
time in hospital as me. Or hobbling around the house in pain. Or
bleeding from the face. Because unfortunately, I can’t help
showing off. And most of the time, I end up paying the price.
Read more…
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Motorcyclists | An aging
population? I’ve heard a ton of
people saying it, but is it really
true? Are we motorcyclists
really an aging population? Are
we really a dying breed? Well
I’ve done some research, and at
the end of last year, there were
1.27 million bikes on the road in the UK. That’s more than there
has been in over ten years (since 2009, actually). Read more…

Easy and Attractive
Motorcycle Gear Rack. After
looking at my hundreds of
dollars worth of motorcycle
gear in a pile on my floor for
a while I finally stopped
procrastinating and did
something about it. The

helmet racks I found online were expensive and unpadded (a real
problem for helmets) and the DIYs I found were a little cheap
looking and still unpadded. Unsatisfied I started planning my own
with a cushion to protect the padding in my helmet and enough
hooks for my gloves, helmet lock, jacket, and pants. I still took
inspiration from those I found online but made some nice
improvements, that being said if I was going to do it again I
would change some things. But overall found this project to be
pretty easy and incredibly satisfying to finally see my gear
displayed nicely and much more practical for when I'm getting
ready to go for a ride. Read more…
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Electric cars: hurdles on the
road to electrification. The
transition to electric vehicles
will have significant
implications for the driving test
and car maintenance. We take
a closer look… It’s estimated
that there will be 6.5 million electric vehicles (EVs) on our roads
by 2030, when the petrol and diesel new car ban is due to start.
After the law takes effect, the percentage of the UK’s 31.7 million
cars that are fully electric looks set to soar. Read more…

Interesting design on these helmets.. Let's have
your thoughts / captions on them #fridayfunny
#motorcycles #motorcycle #morebikes See
more…

MP leads off-road bike theft
backlash: Calls for owners to help
beat bike crime by registering
their machines. The theft and
illegal use of off-road motorcycles
and quads is a blight that affects
a huge number of communities
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all over the UK. As well as the significant expense, frustration and
inconvenience for the owner who has lost their bike – there is a
tangible social impact from such thefts. Both rural and urban
areas are blighted by illegal riding activity, often on footpaths,
bridleways, playing fields and common land, as well as the public
highway and in pedestrian areas within estates. Read more…

HOT WHEELS Biker tracks down
stolen motorcycle to village 1,700
MILES away in Romania. A BRIT
turned private detective to track
down his stolen motorbike after
seeing it advertised on Facebook -
in ROMANIA. Kelston Chorley said

he was forced to embark on his own investigation after police
closed his case with “little interest” in recovering his beloved
vehicle. Read more…

It is cold and dark more often than it is light. The

dark, damp and soggy days are upon us, and some of

our beloved motorcycles are parked up, waiting for

the warmer days to return.ACF50, FS365 and a

liberal coating of WD40 are helping to keep our

loved ones from corroding, but how can we prevent

winter skill fade from eating into our riding skills

when our road miles are significantly reduced? If in doubt, ask a professional.

Although Neil’s immediate response was, “Who is that then?”. Read more…

This 2013 Mercedes hybrid was towed
into our workshop last week. We carried
out our diagnosis and had to present the
customer with a £14,000 invoice, for a
new hybrid battery! Is electric or hybrid
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the future? Absolutely not, these batteries are non-recyclable and the cost
from birth to grave far outweighed a petrol engines car. Don’t get duped
into buying electric or hybrids. Also, the government announced that they
will need to find billions of pounds in tax to cover the losses on fuel
taxation. Read more…

New Blind Spot-Detection Tech In
Cars Better Senses Motorcycles.
Honda claims the Sensing 360
system removes all blind spots.
Ducati introduced the first blind
spot-detection technology in a
motorcycle with the 2021 Ducati
Multistrada V4 S. The radar-equipped system alerts the rider to
cars and motorcycles alike. On the other hand, not all blind spot
tech in automobiles accurately detect motorbikes. Now, Honda
will launch a new Honda Sensing 360 to account for vehicles of all
sizes and speeds. Read more…

See more on our Facebook page…
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South Yorkshire Safer Roads Partnership

Be Bright Be Seen - Always make
sure your lights are working and
are clean before every ride. Be
bright over the darker months.

#thinkbike #BBBS
#BeBrightBeSeen

Be Bright Be Seen - Especially at
this time of year, ensure you
check your lights on a regular
basis. Don't be left in the dark.

#thinkbike
#bebrightbeseen #BBBS

It's World Kindness Day 2021

When you are out and about today,
try and do something kind - look out
for each other on the roads.

Here are some other examples of
what you could do:

https://www.randomactsofkindness.org/.../863-compliment...

#WorldKindnessDay
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“They shall grow not old, as we that are
left grow old; Age shall not weary
them, nor the years condemn. At the
going down of the sun and in the
morning We will remember them.”

MPs will today consider two
petitions relating to traffic
offences. The first calls for
tougher sentences for
hit-and-run drivers who
cause death. The second,
also known as #RyansLaw ,
calls for the legal definition

of causing death by dangerous driving to be widened:
https://www.bbc.co.uk/news/uk-politics-59250820

Filming is underway for a project that
encourages teenagers to think
about the consequences of being
involved in a road traffic collision.
Officers from South Yorkshire Safer
Roads Partnership (SYSRP) have been
working with a team of specialists to
create a bespoke on-line referral
session for 14 to 16-year-olds. The
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session will include an e-learning module with members of South
Yorkshire Fire & Rescue providing advice on making impulsive
decisions when it comes to road safety.

A spokesman for SYSRP said: “The project aims to use
behavioural change techniques to encourage ‘at risk’ young
people to consider the consequences and the long term regret
they may have if involved in a road incident.

“By thinking about potential scenarios and hearing from the fire
service, we hope that the intervention will prevent future
casualties and collisions on our roads.”

Around the motorcycling web

Attitudes towards tech: what
motorcyclists really think.
With technological innovation
accelerating at full force,
advanced motorcycle
upgrades are finally reaching
the consumer market.
However, these new kits

come with some hefty price tags and we wanted to find out: in
which tech are you prepared to invest? We’ve surveyed 750 riders
from across the UK to find out who’s expanding their kit and
buying the latest tech, which mods and upgrades are the most
popular and what the driving force is behind these purchases.
Read more…
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Throttle by Wire and Virtual
Powerband. Eroding mountains
and filling in valleys: It’s all about
rideability.Every ambitious
dirt-track racer learns the limits
of engine tuning. In olden times,
the Webco catalog provided
ample winter reading, listing all the many cam grinds promising
to boost engine power. Peak-power cams worked by keeping the
intake valves open longer after bottom center. This allowed the
incoming fuel-air mixture, flowing at high speeds, to continue to
coast into the cylinder longer. Excellent! Trouble was, as you tried
to accelerate off turns with such power, you went slower instead
of faster—less than excellent. Read more…

Tips For Riding Safely On Wet
Roads. Tip #116 from the
pages of The Total
Motorcycling Manual. We’ve
talked elsewhere about how
to stay dry on a bike. Now
we’re going to talk about

how to ride more safely when the road is wet. Read more…

dailyTIP
Your Motorcycle Helmet . . .

A scratched helmet face shield can cause serious vision problems when
riding in the rain or at night. Check and replace often.
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HOW TO FILTER YOUR
MOTORCYCLE SAFELY AND SPOT
HAZARDS. Filtering through
traffic is one of the many ways a
motorcycle can save you time on
your morning commute. But are
you doing it safely? WITH their
slim profile and nimble base,
motorcycles make ideal vehicles

to slip through stationary or slow-moving traffic. Sometimes it
can gain you a few places on up the road, in other cases it could
see you scything through mile after mile of stationary traffic on a
motorway, saving you hours off your journey. Read more…

Kevin Williams
Video Broadcasts:

Elevenses 188 Sun 14 Nov
Former Norton boss Stuart Garner's court date put back... Stroud police
seize brand new bike from rider... Benda debut a pair of V4 motors... is a
lithium-carbon battery the electric breakthrough we've been waiting for...
why there is a microchip shortage... today's better biking tip - riding
psychology: cognitive biases and the 'illusion of control'...

Make a brew, grab a biscuit and pull up a chair ready to tune in to the
'ELEVENSES' LIVE webcast. Join me, Kevin Williams, twice a week on
Wednesday and Sunday at 11am at www.facebook.com/survivalskills for 30
minutes of topical news, controversial views and better biking tips!

Elevenses 189 Wed 17 Nov
F1 organisers FIA produce a $10 motorcycle helmet for Mexico... average
speed cameras for the Isle of Wight... and the A32 / A272 in the Meon
Valley... hydrogen power project by Kawasaki... Rossi's last ride... young
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rider age limit set to be increased in MotoGP... today's discussion point - do
we really need to buy 'the best kit you can afford'...

Make a brew, grab a biscuit and pull up a chair ready to tune in to the
'ELEVENSES' LIVE webcast. Join me, Kevin Williams, twice a week on
Wednesday and Sunday at 11am at www.facebook.com/survivalskills for 30
minutes of topical news, controversial views and better biking tips!

*** FOCUS ON FRIDAY *** Who's
talking when you ride? Last week, I
was talking about the change of
thinking in sports psychology, and
how Tim Gallwey moved tennis
coaching away from being drilled to
technical excellence ("be so good
no-one can beat you") towards a
coaching style which focused on the trainee's awareness of what
was happening to themselves and around them. Read more…

*** SKILLS ON SATURDAY *** (Too)
close to the edge Pt 3. "Done right,
overtaking is perfectly safe". That was a
statement on a well-known bike forum
some years back. It was made by a
retired police rider and former member of
the Met's Special Escort Group, who was
at the time working for a training school
run by another ex-police rider (NOT Rapid

Training, before you jump to conclusions). I'm sure regulars here will know
me well enough to have a fair idea of my opinion of that statement. Read
more...
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*** MYTHBUSTING MONDAY
*** Tyres #4 - the 'right'
pressure. Here are five
questions for you to answer.
First you should know; what are
the recommended tyre
pressures for your road bike?
The second is simple; how much does your bike weigh? The third
is also easy; what size tyres does your bike use? The fourth is
straightforward; what tyres are fitted to your bike? And the fifth
is a little more delicate; what do you weigh? Read more...

For many years road safety experts,
police and motorcyclists have
known that the most common
collision between a motorcycle and
another vehicle happens when the
motorcyclist has right-of-way and
another driver turns into the rider’s
path. All the way back in 1977, US
researcher Harry Hurt stated:

“the most likely comment of an automobile driver involved in a
traffic collision with a motorcycle is that he, or she, did not SEE
the motorcycle…” Read more…
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IAM RoadSmart News

What are the rules around
e-scooters? Confusion reigns!
The UK’s largest independent road
safety charity, IAM RoadSmart, is
calling for more to be done to
control the number of e-scooters
being used illegally on public

roads.

Forget Android Auto – parking
sensors top the list of most
wanted features for young
drivers When drivers consider the
best gadgets to have on their next
car, it is great to see safety
concerns are at the top of the list for young motorists. Added to
the risk of damage to their car, cost of repairs and lack of spaces,
maybe it’s no surprise that many motorists go to great lengths to
avoid reversing into tight and tricky parking spaces.

Would you love to own this
gorgeous classic? It could be
yours for just £11!
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You have the chance to win two tickets
to Motorcycle Live! All you need to do is
click ‘share’ on this post and one lucky
winner will join us on a day of their
choice. The winner will be selected at
random at midday on 19th November
2021. IAM RoadSmart will be
attending the show from 4 - 12th
December in Hall 2, stand no. 2C01!

https://www.motorcyclelive.co.uk/

Have you ever
questioned whether it's
the right time to use
your fog lights? Or been
distracted by someone
using them at the wrong
time? Make sure you
know when the time is
right Read more...

We're celebrating our
road safety hereos for
#RoadSafetyWeek
Graham Bryson became a
Blood Biker after being
diagnosed with cancer. He
used his IAM RoadSmart
advanced riding training
to give back to the NHS and the people who saved his life! Well
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done Graham! Do you have a road safety hero? Tell us about
them below
https://www.brake.org.uk/road.../our-road-safety-heroes

Take part in
#AlcoholAwarenessWeek!
This year's campaign will
take place 15-21
November 2021 on the
theme of 'Alcohol and
relationships'. Sign up to
receive regular updates,
ideas and resources for

the week Alcohol Change UK
https://alcoholchange.org.uk/.../alcohol-awareness-week-1

As part of a Ten-point plan to
support its net zero goals to
2050, the UK government
announced a plan to end the
sale of new petrol and diesel
cars from 2030 onwards. But
is the UK’s charging
infrastructure ready?
IAM RoadSmart’s Corporate Training Manager, Lloyd Jones, is on
hand to give his expert advice on the UK’s charging infrastructure

https://bit.ly/30hubvH

Take care and stay safe

Paul Conway (on behalf of the SAM Committee) Sheffield
Advanced Motorcyclists

Charity no. 1089671 IAM Group no. 4152
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Meetings are for club members, observers, associates and ANY
biker interested in taking an advanced rider course. Meetings are
usually for one of these purposes:

● members take the opportunity to catch up with each other
and generally socialise

● observers will be taking their associates out as part of their
preparation for the advanced test

● other members will form smaller groups and ride out usually
for breakfast somewhere

● Bikers who want to learn about how to become an advanced
motorcyclist

If you’d like to find out more about us, join us at 9am any
Saturday throughout the year, at Meadowhall Retail Park,
Sheffield S9 2YZ, just off J34, M1.

Extra bits
● Next SAM Committee Meeting: 1st December 2021
● Next SAM Club Night: Christmas Party 6th December 2021
● Spring Breakfast Meet: Saturday 26th March 2022.
● Gift Aid Form: Gift Aid allows UK charities to claim back the

basic rate tax already paid on donations. This means we can
claim back from the government on your behalf 25p for
every £1 donated, boosting the value of the donation by a
quarter. Use this link to fill in the form on the SAM website
and send it to treasurer@iam-sheffield.bike.
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● Not getting your SAM emails? If any member is NOT getting
SAM Club emails, first check your junk folder, then send a
request to sameditor@iam-sheffield.bike. Pass on this
message to any members who are complaining about not
getting their SAM Club emails.

● Changing your email address: If you change your email
address then let me know so that we can keep you informed
of all the exciting things

● happening in your club.
● IAM RoadSmart member discounts: SAM members, are you

making the most of your IAM RoadSmart membership?
There are lots of discount savings that can offset your IAM
RoadSmart and SAM membership fees, so grab a bargain
TODAY!

● Share with your friends: Know someone who is interested in
biking? Why not share this SAM Update and help them to be
an advanced rider.

● Follow us on Facebook, Twitter, Instagram & LinkedIn.

What are we about…
The Sheffield and District Advanced Motorcyclists (SAM) are an
independent charity that provides public education, and training in
advanced motorcycling skills. Its aims are to increase public awareness
and understanding of motorcycling and the advanced knowledge and skill
skills required to ride safely on public roads. It is an affiliate group of the
Institute of Advanced Motorists (IAM RoadSmart) and works closely with
statutory and non-statutory organisations in promoting public information
and education on motorcyclists and motorcycling in its designated region.
SAM's volunteer motorcyclists are all trained to and maintain national
standards of advanced motorcycle riding. They provide ongoing guidance
and support to prepare motorcyclists for UK nationally recognised
advanced motorcycling tests. SAM works closely with other charitable
groups who require advanced motorcyclists to support public events, NHS
dispatch rider services and many other socially responsible activities. SAM
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provides an essential public service in encouraging, promoting and
marketing improved safety on public roads in the UK and internationally
through IAM RoadSmart. SAM also has a very active social events
programme that encourages its members, family, friends and the public, to
both support the charity's socially responsible objectives and enjoy the
camaraderie and support provided by the club.
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